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Aero India Begins Under Pall of Gloom
The 12th edition of Aero India is underway
under a heavy air, following the loss of two
Indian Air Force (IAF) Surya Kiran
Aerobatic Team aircraft during rehearsals,
the previous morning. The aircraft were
rehearsing the flying displays to be
conducted by the nine aircraft aerobatic
display team, when two aircraft collided
mid-air. Although two pilots ejected safely,
one succumbed to injuries.
 
 

HAL Showcases Aircraft Range
India's state owned airframer, Hindustan

 

BAE System Seeks to Grow India
Presence
BAE Systems is highlighting its high
technology capabilities at the ongoing
airshow. The company is expected to
provide greater information on its
participation in Team Tempest, the UK’s
technology development programme being
delivered by the Royal Air Force and
industry partners to ensure a future
international combat air system...
 
 

Russia Highlights Aerospace Tech at
Aero India
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Aeronautics Limited (HAL) is displaying its
Supersonic Omni Role Trainer Aircraft
(SPORT) simulator for the first time at the
show. The indigenous developed SPORT,
will offer 4++ generation or equivalent
capabilities to bridge the gap in pilot
training to command front line fighters...
 
 

Shipborne Ka-226T Mock-Up on
Display
A mock-up model of Russian Helicopter’s
light shipborne Ka-226T helicopter, is being
showcased for the first time at Aero India.
The naval version of Ka-226T features a
blade folding main rotor system, which
allows the light helicopter to be deployed
on ships and low-displacement vessels.
 

Russia is putting up a large presence at the
ongoing airshow, and Rosoboronexport the
organizer of the joint Russian display at the
exhibition, has brought together more than
200 pieces of defence hardware at its
stand. Rosoboronexport’s orderbook with
India presently stands at US$10 billion.
 
 

Saab Puts Full Scale Gripen E Model on
Display
Swedish defence manufacturer Saab is
displaying a full-scale model of the Gripen E
and the Gripen E Mission Simulator, at the
ongoing show in addition to showcasing
models of the RBS 15 Mk3 surface-to
surface missile system available and
Taurus KEPD long-range precision...
 

 

 

  Thales Launches Engineering
Competence Centre in Bengaluru

  IAI's Mini Harpy Loitering Munition
Makes Aero India Debut

  Dassault Aviation Falcon 2000S on
Display

  BEL Puts Defence Prowess on Show
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